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The Secret Door to Success (Condensed Classics) - Florence Scovel
Shinn 2018-10-09
A Door Separates You from Success— Here Is the Key That Opens It.
Florence Scovel Shinn, the beloved author of The Game of Life and How
to Play It, left the world one final, brilliant book written in 1940: The
Secret Door to Success. In simple, practical terms, Shinn shows you
exactly how to remove the barriers that keep you from love, money,
purpose, and personal power. Now abridged to its essentials and
introduced by PEN Award-winning historian and New Thought writer
Mitch Horowitz, this special Condensed Classics edition of The Secret
Door to Success gives you, in less than one hour, the tools to start living
your highest life today.
Inquisition - Toby Green 2008
A break-out book by one of our best narrative non-fiction
authorsEverybody has heard of the Inquisition. It was an institution that
pursued heretics, philandering priests and sexual deviants in Europe,
Africa, Asia and Latin America for a period of over 350 years, changing
its focus with the times and enduring stubbornly into the nineteenth
century. Today the word implies dread, fear and a withheld threat of
torture. But who were its targets? Why did it provoke such fear? How
and where did it operate? Why was it founded, and why did it last for so
long? Toby Green's incredible new book brings an extraordinary 350year period vividly to life by focusing on the hitherto untold stories of
individuals from all walks of life. Because the Inquisition touched every
aspect of society, it changed the world: people attending church had to
look suitably devout, or they might be denounced; a curse at a game of
cards, thrown out in the heat of the moment, could bring an
investigation; stripping fat from a leg of lamb was enough to excite
accusations of being a Jew. A secret police and a thought police, the
Inquisition produced a permanent state of fear. This history, though filled
with stories of terror and the unspeakable ways in which human beings
can treat one another, is also one of hope and ultimately of the resilience
of the human spirit. Instead of being cowed by their fear, countless
people rebelled in small and big ways, paving the way for a more
inclusive society. The story of the Inquisition is not, then, one to be
hidden and avoided; it deserves to be told in all its human richness and
complexity.
Healing Promises - Joseph Prince 2012
Shows readers how they can be healed through prayer and God's grace
and compassion.
The Prayer of Protection - Joseph Prince 2016-11-08
In these days of danger, trouble, and evil, New York Times bestselling
author Joseph Prince reveals how God's children can have round-theclock protection through the power of prayer. THE PRAYER OF
PROTECTION unveils the Bible's ultimate psalm of protection, Psalm 91,
to help you understand more about how God guards His children. Joseph
Prince offers simple keys and practical advice to finding and resting in
the secret place of the Most High, where no evil can even come near you.
You'll begin to live unafraid and with boldness as you allow the certainty
of your heavenly Father's love and the sure promises of His Word to
guard your heart against every fear. Come under the wings of the
Almighty and live life divinely protected, positioned, and free from all
fears with our covenant-keeping God!
Living in the Tao - Mantak Chia 2009-10-13
Taoist techniques that can quiet your mind so you can discover your true
self in the wisdom of the heart • Teaches that the Tao is the flow of
nature, the effortless middle path of self-discovery • Shows how to quiet
the monkey mind (the ego) and listen within for your inner voice •
Fosters a connection to the Tao through diet, exercise, livelihood, and
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sexuality Taoists say that we must learn to observe with the mind and
think with the heart. In the West we get caught up in the “monkey mind”
of our ego. We think we can control our individual destinies by swimming
upstream against the current, but we are mistaken. When we learn to
quiet the monkey mind with meditation practices, we are able to go
beyond the linear thinking of the upper brain and connect to the
multidimensional thinking of supreme consciousness in the heart center.
In Living in the Tao, Master Mantak Chia and William Wei present
techniques to help us learn to move beyond the limits of time and space
to connect with the universal truth within--without striving. Living in the
Tao is effortless. Just as a small seed grows into a mighty tree with a
little water and a little sunshine every day, a few minutes of Taoist
practice each day can transform your life into one of peace and joy.
Live the Let-Go Life - Joseph Prince 2017-10-31
Are You Overwhelmed by Stress, Worry, and Anxiety? Unending daily todo lists. The frantic pace of modern living. The race to stay relevant in
the face of disruption. The very real threat of superbugs and terror in our
everyday lives... It's not hard to see why so many people today are
experiencing stress, worry, and anxiety attacks. Unfortunately, these
aren't simply innocent states of emotion-they can insidiously develop into
chronic depression and psychosomatic illnesses, and lead to destructive
behaviors. But here's the good news: While stress is depleting and
debilitating, it can be defeated and driven from your life. In LIVE THE
LET-GO LIFE, Joseph Prince shows you how to beat stress and anxieties
that come with the everyday demands and pressures of modern living.
Discover how you were not designed by God to live under stress, but
called to live the life of rest. You will learn how to let go of stress and see
His grace flow unabated in the worry-free areas of your life.
Glorious Grace - Joseph Prince 2016-04-05
A 100-day devotional adapted from New York Times bestselling author
Joseph Prince's book Grace Revolution.With Joseph Prince as a guide, the
faithful can delve even further into the radical, inside-out transformation
that comes from a personal acceptance of grace. This devotional will
revolutionize how the reader sees God, leading him or her to a victorious
life with lasting breakthroughs. Each daily experience includes Today's
Scripture: A Scripture to meditate on to recalibrate the mind and receive
the fullness of God's grace; Today's Excerpt: A key truth about grace that
ministers and delivers God's liberating love; Today's Thought: An
uplifting, liberating, and powerful thought for the day; Today's
Reflection: A place to journal; Today's Prayer: A simple but powerful
prayer to help anyone express his or her heart to the heavenly Father.
Destined to Reign Anniversary Edition - Joseph Prince 2020-04-21
You were made to reign in every way! Author, evangelist, and pastor,
Joseph Prince uncovers the secret to reigning over adversity, lack, and
destructive habits. Discover how to experiencing the success, wholeness,
and victory that God created to enjoy. In this powerful book, Joseph
Prince reveals that Its not about what you must accomplish. Its about
what has been accomplished for you. Its not about a list of rules. Its
about Gods secret to reigning effortlessly in life. Its not about your willpower to change. Its about His power changing you. Start reigning over
sickness, financial lack, broken relationships, and destructive habits!
Discover how you can reign in life today!
Destined to Reign Anniversary Edition - Joseph Prince 2020-04
You were made to reign in every way! Author, evangelist, and pastor,
Joseph Prince uncovers the secret to reigning over adversity, lack, and
destructive habits. Discover how to experiencing the success, wholeness,
and victory that God created to enjoy. In this powerful book, Joseph
Prince reveals that... It's not about what you must accomplish. It's about
what has been accomplished for you. It's not about a list of rules. It's
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about God's secret to reigning effortlessly in life. It's not about your willpower to change. It's about His power changing you. Start reigning over
sickness, financial lack, broken relationships, and destructive habits!
Discover how you can reign in life today!
Release God's Power - Joseph Prince 2019
Overflow of the Spirit - Mark Virkler 2020-11-17
All of the gifts of the Holy Spirit are available continuously, effortlessly,
and naturally to every Christian. First Corinthians 12:7–11 reveals the
nine-fold manifestation—wisdom, knowledge, faith, healing, miraculous
powers, prophecy, distinguishing between spirits, speaking in tongues,
and interpretation of tongues—but the Holy Spirit has much more that
He wants to share with all Christians and He is ready to fill them to
overflowing. Most people believe they can only have one or two of the
gifts mentioned in Paul’s letter, yet the Bible clearly shows that believers
can receive all of them. In fact, the apostle himself probably evidenced
all nine gifts. However, these are only examples of the way the Spirit of
God may reveal Himself to His people. They are not the only ways He will
do so. In Overflow of the Spirit: How to Release His Gifts in Every Area
of Your Life, Dr. Mark Virkler and co-author Charity Virkler Kayembe, his
daughter, endeavor to teach you how to connect with the Holy Spirit
moment by moment and intentionally draw upon His supernatural
abilities. You will learn how to tune to the indwelling Holy Spirit and
release Him into every situation of your life. Rather than life being you in
action, it will be the Holy Spirit in action through you. Blessings will
overtake you as you live and walk by the Spirit. The overflow of the Spirit
opens the door to an entire lifestyle of intimacy with God that, once
mastered, releases the heavens and God’s provisions for your life. The
authors’ clear, lineal, biblical teaching is interspersed with real-life
stories that clearly illustrate each point. Application exercises at the end
of each chapter help to guide you into putting the lessons into action.
The Effortless Life - Leo Babauta 2014-03-24
Most of us rush around doing a lot of task and errands each day, putting
out fires, and dealing with dramas. Most of these struggle are invented.
We are simply beings. Food, shelter, clothing and relationships are all we
need to be happy. Food grows simply and naturally. Shelter is a simply
roof. Clothing is just cloth. Simple relationships consist of enjoying each
other’s company without expectations. Beyond these simple needs, we’ve
added invented needs: careers, bosses, and co-workers; new gadgets,
software and social media; cars and nice clothes and purses and laptop
bags and televisions and more. Imagine that you have a few close friends
and family members, and you spend ample time with them. You have no
expectations of them, therefore, they don’t disappoint you, and, in fact,
whatever they do is perfect. You love them for who they are, and your
relationships remain uncomplicated. You enjoy spending time in
solitude—with your thoughts, with nature, with a book, and maybe even
creating. This is a simple, effortless life. It’s not effortless as in “no
effort,” but it feels effortless, and that’s what matters. And it’s entirely
possible. The only thing that stands in the way of an effortless life is the
mind.
Declaring God's Word - Derek Prince 2008-09-16
God expects us to speak Jesus’ words and experience the same powerful
results that He did! For the first time, the world-renowned Bible teaching
of Derek Prince has been condensed into a daily devotional. As you seek
God and declare these spiritual principles, you will: Receive physical and
emotional healing Be free from fear, guilt, and shame Recognize God’s
voice Learn God’s way to financial blessings Find God’s purpose and plan
for your life Achieve victory over temptation Develop faith for the
miraculous Begin your day in the presence of the Creator, rest on the
truth of God’s Word, and you will experience the joy of seeing Him
perform miracles, signs, and wonders in your life!
Eat Your Way to Life and Health - Joseph Prince 2019-10-01
Let the holy Communion revolutionize your life and health! Through
engaging Bible-based teaching, Pastor Joseph Prince unpacks a
revelation of the Communion that has never been more relevant than
right now. Along with showing you why the holy Communion is God’s
ordained way to release life, health, and healing to us, Pastor Prince also
tackles the tough questions: Is God punishing me with sickness and
disease? Is it really God’s will to heal me? Do I qualify for His healing
power? What do I do when I don’t see results? Can God heal my loved
ones? The enemy wants you to believe that God doesn’t care and that
your situation is hopeless. But because of the cross, you can have full
assurance in your heart that God wants you healed and whole. Learn how
you can access His healing power with just the simple act of eating. In
Eat Your Way to Life and Health, discover a God who loves you so much,
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His Son paid for your healing on Calvary’s cross. Be deeply encouraged
as you read powerful testimonies from people who have received healing
through a revelation of the Communion, despite being told their
conditions were terminal or incurable. Whatever circumstances you are
confronted with today, God has a word for you: Don’t give up. There is
hope. He has made a way for you!
Give Me this Mountain - 2020
Apathy and Other Small Victories - Paul Neilan 2007-04-01
A scathingly funny debut novel about disillusionment, indifference, and
one man's desperate fight to assign absolutely no meaning to modern
life. The only thing Shane cares about is leaving. Usually on a Greyhound
bus, right before his life falls apart again. Just like he planned. But this
time it's complicated: there's a sadistic corporate climber who thinks
she's his girlfriend, a rent-subsidized affair with his landlord's wife, and
the bizarrely appealing deaf assistant to Shane's cosmically unstable
dentist. When one of the women is murdered, and Shane is the only
suspect who doesn't care enough to act like he didn't do it, the question
becomes just how he'll clear the good name he never had and doesn't
particularly want: his own. “The malaise of cubicle culture may be welltrodden comedic territory by now, but Neilan's debut skewers office life
with a flourish for the grotesque.” —The Village Voice
Grace Revolution - Joseph Prince 2015-10-27
From New York Times bestselling author Joseph Prince comes a book
about living above defeat and experiencing breakthroughs in every area
of life. GRACE REVOLUTION is about living above defeat and
experiencing lasting breakthroughs in every area of life. It's about the
explosive, inside-out transformation that occurs in the innermost
sanctum of the human heart when a person meets Jesus personally. To
help the reader live out this new perspective, the author gives five
practical and powerful keys that, if understood and internalized, will
become highly effective principles of success and living a victorious life.
God of the Machine - Isabel Paterson 2017-07-05
The God of the Machine presents an original theory of history and a bold
defense of individualism as the source of moral and political progress.
When it was published in 1943, Isabel Paterson's work provided fresh
intellectual support for the endangered American belief in individual
rights, limited government, and economic freedom. The crisis of today's
collectivized nations would not have surprised Paterson; in The God of
the Machine, she had explored the reasons for collectivism's failure. Her
book placed her in the vanguard of the free-enterprise movement now
sweeping the world.Paterson sees the individual creative mind as the
dynamo of history, and respect for the individual's God-given rights as
the precondition for the enormous release of energy that produced the
modern world. She sees capitalist institutions as the machinery through
which human energy works, and government as a device properly used
merely to cut off power to activities that threaten personal
liberty.Paterson applies her general theory to particular issues in
contemporary life, such as education, .social welfare, and the causes of
economic distress. She severely criticizes all but minimal application of
government, including governmental interventions that most people have
long taken for granted. The God of the Machine offers a challenging
perspective on the continuing, worldwide debate about the nature of
freedom, the uses of power, and the prospects of human
betterment.Stephen Cox's substantial introduction to The God of the
Machine is a comprehensive and enlightening account of Paterson's
colorful life and work. He describes The God of the Machine as "not just
theory, but rhapsody, satire, diatribe, poetic narrative." Paterson's work
continues to be relevant because "it exposes the moral and practical
failures of collectivism, failures that are now almost universally
acknowledged but are still far from universally understo
100 Days of Favor - Joseph Prince 2011
Prince invites readers to embark on a purposeful and powerful journey in
discovering and experiencing the unmerited favor of God.
The Benjamin Generation - Joseph Prince 2005
Unmerited Favor - Joseph Prince 2011
Teaches that God's definition of success can be very different from what
humans expect, and that Christ will help those who believe to succeed in
their own lives and in furthering the kingdom of God.
Provision Promises - Joseph Prince 2021-03-02
One moment of God's favor can turn your life around. Are you ready to
walk in the abundant life that Jesus came to give you as promised in John
10:10? Let your heart be encouraged and refreshed as you delve into the
pages of Provision Promises. Packed with bite-sized practical wisdom and
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faith-filled inspirations from the Word of God, this book will enlarge your
revelation of Jesus' grace and the abundant life you have through His
finished work. Meditate on His promises for you today and increase your
capacity to receive from your heavenly Father! Your provision is wrapped
up in JESUS! This book will inspire you to experience God's provision for
your life. You will learn to rest in His love and favor toward you and your
family.
The Power of Right Believing - Joseph Prince 2013-10-22
What you believe is everything! Believing the right things is the key to a
victorious life. In THE POWER OF RIGHT BELIEVING, Joseph Prince,
international bestselling author and a leading voice in proclaiming the
gospel of grace, unveils seven practical and powerful keys to help you
find freedom from every fear, guilt, and addiction. These keys come alive
in the precious testimonies you'll read from people across America and
around the world who have experienced breakthroughs and freedom
from all kinds of bondages-from alcoholism to chronic depression-all
through the power of right believing. God intends for you to live with joy
overflowing, peace that surpasses understanding, and an unshakable
confidence in what He has done for you. Get ready to be inspired and
transformed and learn how to win the battle for your mind by developing
habits for right believing.
A Life God Rewards - Bruce Wilkinson 2012-04-04
In this book, you're going to discover that God's son Jesus revealed a
direct link between what you do today and what you will experience after
you die. Astoundingly, the majority of spiritual seekers around the world
-- including millions who follow Jesus -- seem to have missed what He
said. Could you be one? If so, your picture of the future is missing about
a billion stars. Author Bruce Wilkinson shows you what Jesus said about
God's plan to reward you in eternity for what you do for Him today. What
you'll discover will unlock the mystery of God's power, plan and will for
your life. And you'll begin to live with the unshakable certainty that what
you do today matters ... forever!
The Gospel Uncut - Jeremy White 2012-11
When it comes to God’s grace and forgiveness, do you sometimes feel
like church folks speak out of both sides of their mouths? In this
provocative book, Pastor Jeremy White explains why God’s grace and
truth do not “balance” each other out. Instead, you will discover that
grace is radically imbalanced in your favor! Learn to let go of that
religious checklist of “do’s and don’ts” in exchange for the unconditional
grace of God offered to you in Christ. “What if everything you’ve ever
dreamed of in your relationship with God is already yours to enjoy? What
if you just don’t realize how good you’ve got it? That’s the radical
message in The Gospel Uncut by Jeremy White, a pastor who is not afraid
to proclaim the gospel of grace, plainly and without compromise. Read
this book to see you are clean and close to your God. Read this book to
relax and enjoy your Jesus. He loves you so!” Andrew Farley, bestselling
author of “The Naked Gospel” and host of “Andrew Farley LIVE” on
Sirius XM “Everyone looks for that just-right book, the one that will
quickly illuminate and invigorate, and which will resolve odd questions
that have plagued for years. This is that book. I’m not kidding. The
Gospel Uncut is truly a treasure that is both breathtaking and timely!
Jeremy White skillfully leads the reader out of tangled wonderings about
God and into the clear and easy rest and love that Jesus offers to all. If
you’re looking for treasure, get this book!” Ralph Harris, author of
“God’s Astounding Opinion of You” and President of Life Course
Ministries.
Eat Pray Love - Elizabeth Gilbert 2010-06-29
Traces the author's decision to quit her job and travel the world for a
year after suffering a midlife crisis and divorce, an endeavor that took
her to three places in her quest to explore her own nature, experience
fulfillment and learn the art of spiritual balance. (Biography &
autobiography). Reissue. A best-selling book. Movie tie-in.
A Reign of Steel (Book #11 in the Sorcerer's Ring) - Morgan Rice
2014-01-21
“[An] entertaining epic fantasy.” —Kirkus Reviews “Action-packed ….
Rice's writing is solid and the premise intriguing.” --Publishers Weekly
“The beginnings of something remarkable are there.” --San Francisco
Book Review A REIGN OF STEEL is Book #11 in the Bestselling series
THE SORCERER'S RING, which begins with A QUEST OF HEROES
(book #1), a free download on Play! In A REIGN OF STEEL (BOOK #11
IN THE SORCERER’S RING), Gwendolyn must protect her people as she
finds King’s Court under siege. She strives to evacuate them from the
Ring—but there is one problem: her people refuse to leave. As a power
struggle ensues, Gwen finds her queenship under challenge for the first
time—while the greatest threat to the Ring looms. Behind the McClouds
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lie the threat of Romulus and his dragons, who, with the Shield
destroyed, embark on a catastrophic invasion, nothing left to stand
between them and the complete annihilation of the Ring. Romulus, with
Luanda at his side, is unstoppable while the moon lasts, and Gwen must
fight for survival—for herself, for her baby, and for her people—amidst
an epic battle of dragons, and of men. Kendrick leads the Silver in a
valiant battle, and he is joined by Elden and the new Legion recruits,
along with his brother Godfrey, who surprises everyone, including
himself, with his acts of valor. But even so, it may not all be enough.
Thor, meanwhile, embarks on the quest of his life in the Land of the
Druids, trekking across a fearsome and magical land, a land unlike any
other, with magical rules out of its own. Crossing this land will require
every ounce of strength and training he has, will force him to dig deeper
within, to become the great warrior—and Druid—he was meant to be. As
he encounters monsters and challenges unlike ever before, he will have
to lay down his life to try to reach his mother. Erec and Alistair journey
to the Southern Isles, where they are greeted by all of his people,
including his competitive brother and envious sister. Erec has a dramatic
final meeting with his father, as the island prepares for him to ascend the
throne as King. But in the Southern Isles, one must fight for the right to
be King, and in an epic battle, Erec will be tested as never before. In a
dramatic twist, we learn that treachery hides even here, in this place of
noble and great warriors. Reece, embattled and surrounded on the
Upper Isles, must fight for his life after his vengeance on Tirus.
Desperate, he finds himself united with Stara, each wary of the other, yet
untied in a quest to survive—one that will culminate in an epic battle at
sea and will threaten the entire island. Will Gwen cross the sea to safety?
Will Romulus destroy the Ring? Will Reece and Stara be together? Will
Erec rise as King? Will Thor find his mother? What will become of
Guwayne? Will anyone be left alive? With its sophisticated world-building
and characterization, A REIGN OF STEEL is an epic tale of friends and
lovers, of rivals and suitors, of knights and dragons, of intrigues and
political machinations, of coming of age, of broken hearts, of deception,
ambition and betrayal. It is a tale of honor and courage, of fate and
destiny, of sorcery. It is a fantasy that brings us into a world we will
never forget, and which will appeal to all ages and genders. Book #12 in
the series--A LAND OF FIRE--is now also available! “A spirited fantasy
….Only the beginning of what promises to be an epic young adult series.”
--Midwest Book Review “A quick and easy read…you have to read what
happens next and you don’t want to put it down.” --FantasyOnline.net “It
will keep you entertained for hours, and will satisfy all ages.” --Books and
Movie Reviews
At Home in the Father's House - John Sheasby 2016-04-19
Understand that the Father loves all his sons and daughters and wants
each of us to share in His home now.
Instinct - T. D. Jakes 2014-05-06
Tap into your God-given intuition and start achieving ultimate success
with this inspiring #1 New York Times bestseller from Bishop T.D. Jakes.
If you have ever felt misaligned, this book is for you. If you have lost the
rhythm, the passion, or the thrill of living in alignment, then keep
reading. As He did with the very cells that comprise our bodies and the
dry bones that were joined together for new life, God has given us
deeper instincts to be attracted to those things that fit a higher and
better purpose. Never settle for less than God's best for your life. Some
people have the courage to move beyond the ordinary, from the
methodical mediocre into the revolutionary realization of where they
belong. You can have this sense of belonging only when you connect to
your core calling. The calling to creativity, the calling to teach, to give, to
build, are all part of allowing your instinct to guide you to the "something
more" that you suspect is out there. If you are ready to break through the
confines of where you are and discover where you are meant to be, then
Instinct is your key! !--EndFragment-Destined to Reign - Joseph Prince 2007
Discover the secret of reigning over every adverstiy, lack and destructive
habit that is limiting you from experiencing the success, wholeness and
victory that you were destined to enjoy. Find out how it is not about what
you have to do, but what has already been done. It is not about what you
must accomplish, but what has already been accomplished for you. It is
not about using your will power to effect change, but His power changing
you. Start reigning over sickness, financial lack, broken relationships and
destructive habits today!
Democracy and Education - John Dewey 1916
John Dewey's Democracy and Education: An Introduction to the
Philosophy of Education seeks to both critique and further the
educational philosophies espoused by both Rousseau and Plato. Dewey
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found that Rousseau's ideas overemphasized the individual, whereas
Plato's did the same with the society that the individual lived in. Dewey
felt this distinction to be a false one, seeing the formation of our minds
as a communal process, like Vygotsky did ...
100 Days of Right Believing - Joseph Prince 2014-02-25
What you believe is everything! Break free from bondages and live a life
of victory through inspiring bite-sized teachings that will help you
develop highly effective habits for right believing. Each daily experience
includes: Today's Scripture: A scripture to meditate on to recalibrate
your mind and believe right about God's heart and plans for you. Today's
Excerpt: A key truth about right believing that ministers and delivers
God's transforming grace to you. Today's Thought: An uplifting,
liberating, and powerful thought for the day. Today's Reflection: A place
to journal your thoughts and reflections. Today's Prayer: A simple but
powerful prayer to help you express your heart to your heavenly Father.
Grace Revolution Study Guide - Joseph Prince 2016-04-05
Based on Joseph Prince's GRACE REVOLUTION, this study guide
presents intriguing questions, challenging activities, and liberating
truths that will strengthen your knowledge of Scripture, deepen your
faith, and anchor you in the gospel of grace. Designed for both individual
and group use, this thought-provoking book will help you experience the
inward transformation that follows a grace revolution in your life. With
Joseph Prince as your personal guide, learn to receive the fullness of
God's grace and lead a victorious life with lasting breakthroughs. Begin
your transformation today!
Slave Culture : Nationalist Theory and the Foundations of Black
America - Sterling Stuckey Professor of History Northwestern University
1987-04-23
How were blacks in American slavery formed, out of a multiplicity of
African ethnic peoples, into a single people? In this major study of AfroAmerican culture, Sterling Stuckey, a leading thinker on black
nationalism for the past twenty years, explains how different African
peoples interacted during the nineteenth century to achieve a common
culture. He finds that, at the time of emancipation, slaves were still
overwhelmingly African in culture, a conclusion with profound
implications for theories of black liberation and for the future of race
relations in America. By examining anthropological evidence about
Central and West African cultural traditions--Bakongo, Ibo, Dahomean,
Mendi and others--and exploring the folklore of the American slave,
Stuckey has arrived at an important new cross-cultural analysis of the
Pan-African impulse among slaves that contributed to the formation of a
black ethos. He establishes, for example, the centrality of an ancient
African ritual--the Ring Shout or Circle Dance--to the black American
religious and artistic experience. Black nationalist theories, the author
points out, are those most in tune with the implication of an African
presence in America during and since slavery. Casting a fresh new light
on these ideas, Stuckey provides us with fascinating profiles of such
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nineteenth century figures as David Walker, Henry Highland Garnet, and
Frederick Douglas. He then considers in detail the lives and careers of
W. E. B. Dubois and Paul Robeson in this century, describing their
ambition that blacks in American society, while struggling to end racism,
take on roles that truly reflected their African heritage. These concepts
of black liberation, Stuckey suggests, are far more relevant to the
intrinsic values of black people than integrationist thought on race
relations. But in a final revelation he concludes that, with the exception
of Paul Robeson, the ironic tendency of black nationalists has been to
underestimate the depths of African culture in black Americans and the
sophistication of the slave community they arose from.
Reign in Life - Joseph Prince 2014
Revealing Heaven - Kat Kerr 2007-05
"Caught up by the Spirit of God, taken on tours of Heaven and now
commissioned to reveal the truth and give hope for eternity."--page 4 of
cover.
Destined to Reign Devotional - Joseph Prince 2009-05
Joseph Prince shares 365 dynamic devotions revealing that you can reign
over every adversity, lack, and destructive habit limiting you from
experiencing the success, wholeness, and victory you are destined to
enjoy.
The Healing Power of the Holy Communion - Joseph Prince
2020-04-07
Experience your healing as you encounter the Lord’s love through the
holy Communion. Are you worried about a bad medical report? Or
battling a chronic or incurable condition? Don’t give up. Not now. Not
ever. Let this inspiring 90-day devotional bring hope and breakthroughs
as you learn about the Lord Jesus’ love for you and how He wants you to
walk in healing and wholeness. Through uplifting bite-size readings, daily
thoughts, and many healing testimonies, discover how the Communion
meal is all about encountering the person of Jesus and receiving all He
has done for you. And as you learn to come to the Lord’s Table and allow
Him to impart His life and health to you, may you begin to experience for
yourself the healing power of the holy Communion.
Hyper-Grace - Michael L. Brown 2014-01-07
At a time when the church needs an urgent wake-up call and a fresh
encounter with Jesus, the hyper-grace message is lulling many to sleep.
Claiming to be a new revelation of grace, this teaching is gaining in
popularity, but is it true? Or is the glorious truth of grace being polluted
by errors, leading to backsliding, compromise, and even the
abandonment of faith?
What Is the Point? - Misty Edwards 2013-01-08
Misty Edwards tackles the difficult questions of finding meaning in
seasons of success and failure, smallness and greatness, pain and
pleasure as we live lives that are, in the end, not of this world.
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